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Abstract: 

Symmetry breaking is a characteristic to determine which branch of a bifurcation 

system follows upon crossing a critical point. Specifically, in spin-orbit torque (SOT) 

devices, a fundamental question arises: how to break the symmetry of the perpendicular 

magnetic moment by the in-plane spin polarization? Here, we show that the chiral 

symmetry breaking by the antisymmetric Dzyaloshinskii–Moriya interaction (DMI) 

can induce the deterministic SOT switching of the perpendicular magnetization. By 

introducing a gradient of saturation magnetization or magnetic anisotropy, non-

collinear spin textures are formed by the gradient of effective SOT strength, and thus 

the chiral symmetry of the SOT-induced spin textures is broken by the DMI, resulting 

in the deterministic magnetization switching. We introduce a strategy to induce an out-

of-plane (z) gradient of magnetic properties, as a practical solution for the wafer-scale 

manufacture of SOT devices. 
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Symmetry, is a fundamental characteristic of a system that is preserved under some 

transformations. Symmetry breaking often results in important phenomena in physics, 

such as quantized conductance and superconductivity [1]. In spintronics, the symmetry 

of the perpendicular magnetization is preserved under the current induced spin-orbit 

torque (SOT) [2-4] and hence the SOT switching is non-deterministic. SOT originates 

from a vertical spin current (Js) injection from an adjacent layer or interface with strong 

spin-orbit coupling by an in-plane (electric) charge current (Je), via the way of spin Hall 

effect [5] or Rashba effect [6], and the spin polarization σ is along the in-plane direction 

according to s e J J    therefore, for the magnetization with perpendicular 

magnetic anisotropy (PMA) [7, 8], the spins with in-plane polarization [damping-like 

torque ( )SOT   m m   ] cannot break the symmetry between perpendicular 

magnetizations of ±Mz, where m represents the unit vector of the magnetic moment, 

leading to the non-deterministic nature of SOT switching. In order to realize the 

deterministic SOT switching of the perpendicular magnetization, several methods have 

been developed to break the mirror symmetry, such as an external or internal in-plane 

magnetic field [9-11], tilted magnetic anisotropy [12], and lateral structural asymmetry 

or spin current asymmetry [13, 14]. 

Antisymmetric exchange interaction, i.e., Dzyaloshinskii–Moriya interaction (DMI) 

[15, 16], presents in systems without inversion symmetry, stabilizes the non-collinear 

spin canting between neighboring magnetic moments. DMI induces the chiral spin 

textures such as magnetic skyrmions [17] and the chiral magnetic coupling [18-20]. The 

Hamiltonian of DMI can be written as ( )DMI

,

ˆ
ij i j

i j

 =   -D m m , where Dij is the DMI 
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tensor between mi and mj. As a consequence of the minimized DMI energy, DMI breaks 

the chiral symmetry of non-collinear spin textures and determines the spin canting 

direction of clockwise (Dij > 0) or anticlockwise (Dij < 0). In the Fert-Levy model [21-

23], the interfacial DMI satisfies ( )ij ij i jD= D r r , where Dij is the interfacial DMI 

coefficient, as shown in Fig. 1(a). 

Here, we report the chiral symmetry breaking by DMI for deterministic SOT switching 

of the perpendicular magnetization. By introducing a gradient of saturation 

magnetization (Ms) or magnetic anisotropy field (Hk), non-collinear spin textures are 

formed as a result of the gradient of effective SOT strength, where DMI breaks the 

chiral symmetry of the spin textures, resulting in the deterministic SOT switching. We 

experimentally demonstrate this concept in three representative cases: in-plane gradient 

of Ms in the Ta/Gdx(FeCo)1-x system  in-plane gradient of Hk in the 

Ta/CoFeB(wedged)/MgO system  out-of-plane gradient of Ms in the Ta/[Gdx(FeCo)1-x]6 

and Ta/CoFeB/CoFe/MgO systems. The last case of an out-of-plane Ms gradient can be 

applied in the wafer-scale manufacture. 

Figure 1(a) shows the current-induced SOT in the heavy metal/ferromagnet system in 

a 20 μm×130 μm Hall bar device. A 1-ms writing current pulse Je is applied to provide 

the SOT firstly, followed by a 1-ms reading current pulse (1 mA) to detect the 

magnetization by the anomalous Hall resistance at 1-s later, where the effective field of 

SOT can be written as HSOT = HSOT (m × σ). By considering the SOT and DMI 

contributions, the total effective field can be written as Heff = Hex + HDMI + HSOT + Hk, 

where exex H= H m  , ( )DMI DMI zH z m =  −
 

H m  , and k k
ˆH z=H   represent 
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the effective fields of exchange interaction, DMI, and perpendicular magnetic 

anisotropy, respectively. For the collinear initial magnetization state, HDMI is equal to 

zero. Under the current-induced SOT, if there is a spatial gradient of Heff, i.e., ∇Heff, 

which can be realized by the ∇HSOT or ∇Hk, the magnetizations at different positions 

along the gradient direction feel a gradient of total spin torque, and thus non-collinear 

spin textures (mi × mj) can be formed, resulting in an DMI energy EDMI in the system. 

Figure 1(b) shows the 4 possible states for different current and magnetization 

configurations. For a positive DMI coefficient (Dij > 0), such as in the Ta/Ferromagnet 

system [24], the clockwise chirality of spin textures is preferred due to the minimized 

EDMI. The chirality of the SOT-induced spin textures is illustrated in the Fig. 1(b), where 

DMI breaks the chiral symmetry of these 4 possible states: for Dij > 0 (or Dij < 0), selects 

the clockwise (or anti-clockwise) chirality of (+Je, +Mz) and (-Je, -Mz) states [or (+Je, -

Mz) and (-Je, +Mz) states]. Once the current is removed, the spin texture will return to 

its stable magnetic anisotropy direction (±z), as a result, deterministic SOT switching 

is achieved. 

In the heavy metal/ferrimagnet [Ta/Gdx(FeCo)1-x] system, Ms could be controlled by the 

composition of the ferrimagnet Gdx(FeCo)1-x due to the antiferromagnetically coupled 

Gd and FeCo spin sublattices [25]. By co-sputtering the off-axis Gd and FeCo targets 

in the opposite directions with the same speed, a composition gradient is formed (x from 

0.14 to 0.22), where the thickness of Gdx(FeCo)1-x film keeps uniform (Supplemental 

Material). As a result of this composition gradient, a saturation magnetization gradient 

∇yMs (49 emu cm-4) is generated along the y direction, at the same time the magnetic 
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anisotropy field Hk has no obvious variation, as shown in Fig. 2(a). According to 

SH
SOT

e

s2

J
H

e M t


= , ∇yMs induces the a gradient of SOT effective field ∇yHSOT, where  

is the reduced Planck constant, t is the thickness of the magnetic layer, and e is the 

elementary charge. From the Brillouin scattering (BLS) spectroscopy, we can obtain a 

positive Dij of 15.2 μJ m-2 in this system (Supplementary Material), which stabilizes the 

clockwise chirality. The clockwise chirality in this system is also verified by the 

asymmetric magnetic domain nucleation (Supplementary Material) [26]. 

Then, we perform the measurement of SOT switching in the Ta/Gdx(FeCo)1-x system 

with a saturation magnetization gradient ∇yMs. For Je along the x axis, due to the τSOT 

and ∇yMs along the y direction, the gradient SOT-induced spin texture is formed in the 

y-z plane along the y direction, where DMI selects the clockwise chirality and 

determines the magnetization switching without external magnetic field, with a 

switching current density Jc = 4.0 × 106 A cm-2, as shown in Fig. 2(b). It is known that 

the chirality of spin textures could also be modified by the external magnetic field, and 

thus we perform the SOT switching by scanning the Hx, as shown in Fig. 2(c). The 

deterministic switching vanishes at Hx = +30 Oe, indicating an effective field HDMI = -

30 Oe of DMI, which is consistent with the estimated DMI

0 DWs

-26.4 Oe
D

H
M 

= − =  

from the BLS measurement, where 

1

DW

2A

K

 

=  
 

 is the domain wall width, and A (4 

× 10-12 J m-1) and K (2 × 104 J m-3) represent the exchange stiffness constant and the 

PMA energy, respectively [27]. The opposite polarity of SOT switching at ±Hx above 

60 Oe originates from the dominating contribution from the magnetic field [Fig. 2(c)]. 
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The current-induced hysteresis loop shift method is employed to extract the out-of-

plane effective field Hz
eff of the field-free SOT for the Ta/Gdx(FeCo)1-x system, where 

the center fields (Hzc
+ and Hzc

-) of Rxy-Hz curves under ±20 mA are shifted to the 

opposite directions, as shown in Fig. 2(d). Figure 2(e) shows the Hz
eff = -(Hzc

+- Hzc
-)/2 

as a function of Je, and the linear dependence shows the typical SOT characteristic. 

In fact, the chiral symmetry breaking determined SOT switching is independent with 

the ferrimagnetic properties. Next, we demonstrate the same mechanism for a 

ferromagnetic CoFeB layer in the Ta/CoFeB/MgO system, where the PMA comes from 

the CoFeB/MgO interface and thus can be controlled by the thickness of the CoFeB 

layer [28]. We design a wedged CoFeB layer with the thickness ranging from 1.24 to 

0.8 nm, where the CoFeB thickness has a slight gradient along the y direction. The Hk 

in devices at different positions (y) is measured by the saturation field of Rxy-Hx curve, 

as shown in Fig. 3(a). Hk shows the maximum at y = 12 mm (tCoFeB = 1.1nm) due to the 

optimal Fe–O and Co–O bonds at the interface [29], where ∇yHk > 0 in the range of y < 

12 mm (tCoFeB > 1.1nm), and ∇yHk < 0 in the range of y > 12 mm (tCoFeB < 1.1nm). In 

this case, we neglect the slight gradient of the total magnetization (MstCoFeB). 

Then, we perform the SOT switching in the Ta/CoFeB(wedged)/MgO system (DMI 

coefficient [30]: 54.0 μJ m-2). There is a competition between HSOT and Hk: HSOT tilts 

the magnetic moment while Hk brings it back to the anisotropy direction, as shown in 

Fig. 3(a), therefore, in the ∇yHk case, a smaller Hk feels a larger total spin torque, i.e., a 

larger effective SOT strength, leading to the non-collinear spin textures. Similar to the 

∇yMs case in Ta/Gdx(FeCo)1-x, the deterministic magnetization switching happens due 
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to the chiral symmetry breaking of the gradient effective SOT-induced spin textures by 

DMI. It is worth to notice that in the devices with opposite ∇yHk, i.e., ∇yHk > 0 and ∇yHk 

< 0, the gradient of the total effective field ∇yHeff [∇y(HSOT + Hk), where HSOT is 

constant in this case] changes the direction, and thus reverses the SOT-induced spin 

canting direction between neighboring magnetic moments from mj→mi to mi→mj, i.e., 

reverses the chirality of SOT-induced spin textures (mi × mj). The DMI selects the same 

chirality (clockwise) for ∇yHk > 0 and ∇yHk < 0 cases, resulting in an opposite polarity 

of the field-free SOT switching, as shown in Fig. 3(b) and 3(c). The polarity change of 

the field-free SOT switching also indicates that the slightly structural mirror symmetry 

breaking of the wedged CoFeB layer is not the reason for deterministic switching, 

because it is along the same direction in all positions. 

The current-induced hysteresis loop shift method is employed to analyze the relation 

between SOT-induced Hz
eff and ∇yHk, as shown in Fig. 3(d) and 3(e), where the Hzc

+ of 

Rxy-Hz curves under the same current (+20 mA) are shifted to the opposite directions: 

Hzc
+ = +18 Oe for ∇yHk > 0 and Hzc

+ = -37 Oe for ∇yHk < 0, respectively, which is 

consistent with the reversed polarity of the field-free SOT switching in these two 

devices. We plot the χSOT = Hz
eff/Je and ∇yHk as a function of position y, as shown in Fig. 

3(e). The boundary between ∇yHk > 0 region and ∇yHk < 0 region is around y = 11 mm 

(tCoFeB = 1.08 nm), where χSOT changes the sign just across this boundary, indicating the 

dominating contribution of ∇yHk on the field-free SOT. The similar results have also 

been observed in Ta/CoFeB/TaOx(wedged) system in our previous work [13], while the 
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macroscopic mechanism is not clear at that time, which can be well explained by our 

current model of chiral symmetry breaking. 

The above methods of the lateral gradient lead to the variation of device properties 

across the wafer. In order to address this issue, we use the out-of-plane Ms gradient ∇zMs 

in the multilayer stack to achieve uniform magnetic properties laterally in the wafer 

scale, i.e., 6 layers (totally 4 nm) of Gdx(FeCo)1-x, with increasing Ms from 100 emu 

cm-3 to 200 emu cm-3 (x from 0.21 to 0.16). In this case, the gradient SOT strength-

induced spin textures are along the thickness direction (z), therefore, the interfacial DMI 

contribution in the heavy metal/ferrimagnet interface should vanish due to 

( ) ( )DMI

,

0ij i j i j

i j

E D=    = - r r m m . However, in the Gdx(FeCo)1-x multilayer, the 

element distribution gradient along the z direction could also give rise to an bulk 

(interlayer) DMI [31], which breaks the chiral symmetry and determines the SOT 

switching without external field, as shown in Fig. 4(a). Even for the relatively small 

bulk DMI (D = 0.44 μJ m-2), due to ∇zMs is dramatically enhanced along the thickness 

direction (2 × 108 emu cm-4, 4×106 times than the lateral case), it can still determine 

the field-free SOT switching. The bulk (interlayer) DMI in multilayers has also been 

proved by the chiral interlayer exchange coupling phenomenon [19, 20], and the spin 

textures along the thickness direction have also been demonstrated [32, 33], which 

support our argument. 

Furthermore, for the CoFeB/CoFe bilayer with a slight difference of Ms (955 and 1150 

eum cm-3 for CoFeB and CoFe, respectively) in the Ta/CoFeB/CoFe/MgO structure, 

the chiral symmetry breaking determined SOT switching remains robust, as shown in 
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Fig. 4(b). This structure can be directly integrated with the wafer-scale magnetic tunnel 

junction [34, 35] in today’s magnetic memory technology. 

In summary, we demonstrate that non-collinear spin textures could be formed in PMA 

materials under the current-induced SOT, by introducing a gradient of magnetic 

properties such as saturation magnetization and magnetic anisotropy field. The chiral 

symmetry of the SOT-induced spin textures is broken by the DMI (clockwise for Dij > 

0), resulting in the deterministic magnetization switching. The chiral symmetry 

breaking by DMI is topologically protected, therefore, it is robust against defects and 

boundaries in nanodevices. 
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Figures: 

 

FIG. 1. The concept of deterministic SOT switching by chiral symmetry breaking. (a) 

The spin current in the heavy metal (HM) generated by spin Hall effect exerts a torque 

τSOT on the adjacent magnet (FM) with perpendicular magnetic anisotropy (PMA), 

which can be described by an effective field HSOT, where Je is the (electric) charge 

current. The schematic of the interfacial Dzyaloshinskii–Moriya interaction (DMI) (Dij > 

0), which stabilizes the clockwise chirality. Bottom figure shows the experiment set up 

in the Hall bar device. (b) Under the current-induced spin-orbit torque (SOT), if there 

is a gradient of the total effective field Heff, the non-collinear spin texture (mi × mj) is 

formed, resulting in an DMI energy in the system. There are 4 possible states for 

different current and magnetization configurations, where the chiral symmetry is 

broken by the DMI (Dij > 0 for clockwise or Dij < 0 for anti-clockwise), leading to the 

deterministic magnetization switching. 
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FIG. 2. Chiral symmetry breaking determined SOT switching with an in-plane gradient 

of Ms (∇yMs). (a) The composition gradient along the y direction in Ta/Gdx(FeCo)1-x 

leads to a saturation magnetization gradient ∇yMs (49 emu cm-4), where the magnetic 

anisotropy field Hk is almost constant. (b) Current-induced SOT switching without the 

external magnetic field. (c) SOT switching with a series of in-plane magnetic field Hx. 

(d) Rxy-Hz curves with ±20 mA current show the field-free SOT-induced hysteresis 

loop shift. (e) Out-of-plane effective field Hz
eff of field-free SOT as a function of Je. 
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FIG. 3. Chiral symmetry breaking determined SOT switching with an in-plane gradient 

of Hk (∇yHk). (a) In the Ta/CoFeB(wedged)/MgO system, the magnetic anisotropy field 

Hk from the interfacial PMA could be modulated by varying the thickness of CoFeB, 

resulting in a ∇yHk along the y direction. (b) and (c) show the field-free SOT switching 

in ∇yHk > 0 and ∇yHk < 0 cases, respectively, where the switching polarity is opposite in 

these two cases. (d) Field-free SOT-induced hysteresis loops are shifted to the opposite 

field directions in ∇yHk > 0 and ∇yHk < 0 cases under the same current (20 mA). (e) 

Field-free SOT-induced out-of-plane effective field χSOT as a function of device 

positions, where χSOT changes the sign from ∇yHk > 0 region to ∇yHk < 0 region. 
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FIG. 4. Chiral symmetry breaking determined SOT switching with an out-of-plane 

gradient of Ms (∇zMs). The chiral symmetry breaking determined SOT switching is 

robust in the ferrimagnet-based Ta/[Gdx(FeCo)1-x]6 system with 6 magnetic layers with 

increasing Ms (a) and in the ferromagnet-based Ta/CoFeB/CoFe/MgO system with a 

magnetic bilayer (b), where the ∇zMs exists along the thickness (z) direction. 
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